
DaltonDalton’’s Laws Law
In a mixture of gases, the total pressure is In a mixture of gases, the total pressure is 
equal to the sum of the partial pressures of equal to the sum of the partial pressures of 
each individual gas.each individual gas.



Partial PressurePartial Pressure

Def: The pressure exerted by an individual Def: The pressure exerted by an individual 
gas in a mixture of gases.gas in a mixture of gases.

Designated by PDesignated by PGASGAS

To determine the partial pressure of any gas, To determine the partial pressure of any gas, 
multiply the percentage of that gas by the total multiply the percentage of that gas by the total 
pressure.pressure.

Example: Oxygen occupies 21% of the atmosphere.  Example: Oxygen occupies 21% of the atmosphere.  
If the total pressure of the atmosphere (i.e. If the total pressure of the atmosphere (i.e. 
Barometric Pressure) is 760 mmHg, the PBarometric Pressure) is 760 mmHg, the POO22 of the of the 
atmosphere is 159.6 mmHg.atmosphere is 159.6 mmHg.



Barometric PressureBarometric Pressure
Application of DaltonApplication of Dalton’’s Laws Law
PPNN22 + P+ POO22 + P+ PArAr + P+ PCOCO22 = P= PBAROBARO

As altitude increases, barometric pressure falls and the As altitude increases, barometric pressure falls and the 
constituent gases decrease proportionally. constituent gases decrease proportionally. 
The percentage of a gas is also expressed as the The percentage of a gas is also expressed as the 
““Fractional ConcentrationFractional Concentration”” or For FGASGAS..

Example: The FExample: The FOO22 of the atmosphere is 20.95%of the atmosphere is 20.95%



Partial Pressure of Key GasesPartial Pressure of Key Gases
Oxygen partial pressure is reduced as it goes Oxygen partial pressure is reduced as it goes 
from the atmosphere to the alveoli secondary to from the atmosphere to the alveoli secondary to 
““competitioncompetition”” with carbon dioxide and water with carbon dioxide and water 
vapor.vapor.
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